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Randi K. Grant is a partner with both
the Miami firm of Berkowitz Dick Pol
lack & Brant, LLP and their affiliated
financial services firm, Paradigm Advi
sory Group, LLP. She may be reached at

plans, while others offer only college sav
ings plans. A few states have both.
Considering the number of plans
available and the number of attributes
unique to each plan, most investors are
rgrant@bdpb.com.
wise to engage a financial adviser to
assist with plan selection. Advisors are
ollege savings plans, or §529 plans,
compensated for their services in a num
are becoming increasingly popular.
ber of different ways, including fixed fee
In these times of dismal financial
arrangements, hourly time charges, and
markets and reports of accounting scandals
fees paid by the program manager, most
and dishonest corporate officers, the §529
of which are charged to the investor in the
story is like a fairy tale with a happy end
form of loads, annual fees, or a combina
ing. From the soccer game to the employee
tion of both.
cafeteria and the cocktail party, people have
The first steps in the planning process
something positive to talk about. Bragging
are to identify the client’s goals and
rights like this have not been around since
objectives and review their overall finanthe “go-go” tech rally.
In existence for about five years,
Continued on page 2
recent tax law changes have had a dra
matic impact on the popularity of these
plans. Initially, §529 plans were touted
for their unique estate planning attributes.
The ability to treat a current-year gift as
Survey indicates financial planning
being made over a five-year period, while
opportunities. The Transamerica Retire
maintaining ownership and control was,
ment Survey is an annual national poll
by itself, very exciting. Then add to the
conducted to gauge the level of knowl
mix, tax-free treatment of withdrawals
edge of retirement planning options
used for qualified purposes, and you have
among executives and employees of
a recipe for a very powerful planning
America’s small and mid-sized business
opportunity.
es. It reports a disconnect between Amer
These plans are not just for the
ican workers’ retirement intentions and
their current retirement savings patterns,
wealthy. Their benefits apply to the vast
majority of clients with college funding
as well as a lack of awareness on the part
of business owners of their employees’
concerns. Some plans can be started with
interest in company-sponsored retirement
as little as $25.
The decision to recommend a §529
plans. The author suggests that these dis
plan may sound like a no-brainer; how
connects offer financial planning consul
ever, choosing the plan to recommend
tants a golden opportunity to market
can get complicated. All 50 states have or
retirement planning products and services
are developing §529 plans, but currently,
some states offer only prepaid tuition
Continued on page 2
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to their clients in the small to mid-sized
business marketplace.
According to the article, anecdotal
evidence suggests that while the owners
of most firms claim to know a lot about
investing, it is far more likely that, while
they do know a great deal about their
own business or professional practice
area, they merely think they know a lot
about investment strategy. And that’s
where the professional financial consul
tant can and should step in.
Peter A. Welsh, JD, CPA, “Employ
ee Interest in Enhanced Benefits Offers
Marketing Opportunity to Financial
Consultants,” in the Journal of Finan
cial Service Professionals, July 2002,
page 50.

Graying of America will require
changes in benefit plans. The demo
graphics of the U.S. population will
change dramatically in the not-so-dis
tant future. Historically, the population
resembled a pyramid; there have been
greater numbers of numbers of younger
individuals at the base of the structure
than older individuals at the top. The
pyramid continues to exist today, but by
2025, the U.S. population will look vast
ly different. By then, the demographic
shape will look like a rectangle with a
point jutting out on top. The number of
70-year-olds will be about the same as
the number of newborns. Today, the
biggest segments of the population are
between the ages of 30 and 50, tradi
tionally the prime working years. How
ever, in 25 years, there will be almost as
many people in their 60s as in their 20s.
This demographic shift will lead to
an older work force, a change which
will affect employers significantly, and
they will need to search for ways to
economically provide benefits to these
workers. A partner with a benefits con
sulting firm predicts that “the benefit
plans you see today will be gone” in 10
to 20 years.
Michael Prince, “The Graying of
America Challenges Employers,” Busi
ness Insurance, August 12, 2002, page 1.
Continued on page 7
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cial plan. You may wish to work with a
checklist of goals to determine, with
your client, which apply to their situa
tion. Are they funding for an in-state,
public university, or for a private
school? How many years are they
funding for? Other objectives might
include reducing estate, and federal and
state income tax, maintaining control
of invested assets, protecting assets,
and gaining the advantage of the trans
ferability of benefits and investment
options.
A review of their plan may identify
options available for funding the plan.
The client may be sitting with idle,
investable cash. Transfers under the
Uniform Gifts to Minor Act (UGMA)
may be in place. Trusts may have been
established and funded. They may have
access to employer-sponsored §529
group plans.
If the client has UGMA transfers in
place, you may recommend that the
funds in the UGMA be used to pay for
expenses like private school tuition,
summer camp or vacations, and money
that would have otherwise been allo
cated for those purposes can be used to
fund the §529 plan. Alternatively, some
plans allow for investments by the
UGMA directly. However, if the
UGMA is the owner of the plan, the
beneficiary cannot be changed.
Trusts provide an interesting oppor
tunity to accelerate funding. If the trust
is the owner and thus purchases the
§529 plan, the trust may fund the plan
with the maximum allowable amount.
This amount may be up to $250,000 or
slightly higher in some states. This
does not affect the unified credit as
these are dollars that were gifted previ
ously.
As with any investment, the risk tol
erance, preferences, and time horizons
of the individual client should be dis
cussed. The process of selecting appro
priate plans is similar to selecting
mutual funds by subjecting the uni
verse of available plans to multiple
screens and eliminating the options that
do not meet the criteria.

A natural starting point for many
individuals is their own state’s plan.
Most states will only allow residents to
purchase prepaid tuition contracts.
Many states allow an income tax
deduction for contributions to their
state’s plan. In some states, the deduc
tion may be limited.
A key factor in §529 plans is the
limited control of the participant over
the investment options. Once a plan is
established and an investment option is
selected, the participant may only
change the investments selected once a
year unless there is a change in the ben
eficiary. This can be very restrictive
and often frustrating for some partici
pants.
More and more tools are becoming
available to assist investors in screen
ing plans based on investment options
and investment performance. Morn
ingstar is launching evaluation soft
ware. Most state plans have Web sites
with tools that are free and available
through their sites. Many of these sites
also offer planning templates with cost
calculators and other helpful educa
tional materials.
The investment options vary by
plan. Some plans offer static invest
ment options. Others offer age-based
investment options, while still others
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offer certificates of deposit (CDs). Sev
eral of the plans offering the CD option
have an inflation feature that ties the
rate to a factor based on the college cost
inflation index.
The §529 component of a client’s
financial plan can complement their
other investments. The planner should
look at the client’s investment portfolio
in the aggregate and the allocation of
both qualified and nonqualified
accounts among the various asset
classes. Certain accounts may have
constraints such as specific fund fami
lies in employer plans. The §529 plan
should be designed after analysis of
these constraints and the client’s tax
attributes. For example, a client with
significant capital losses may invest
their §529 assets in fixed income funds
or certificates of deposit. This would
allow the client to realize capital gain
without incurring a tax liability in their
nonqualified account and allow the
client to earn fixed income returns tax
free in the §529 plan.
Clients with significant net operating
loss carry-forwards or no taxable
income may prefer not to participate in
§529 plans because of the limited con
trol they have once their initial invest
ment choices are made.
The unique nature of these plans,
which provides that benefits can pass
from one beneficiary to another, allows
for the creation of a dynasty trust by
naming successor beneficiaries in the
next generation. Certain state plans pre
clude this by requiring the assets to be
distributed within a certain time frame.

Planner Seeks Your Ideas
and Comments
The Planner is your publication.
How can we serve you better?
Whether you have an idea for a
topic you’d like covered, would
like to write an article, or simply
have a suggestion, we would like to
hear from you. Please contact Gerri
Chanel at gchanel@aicpa.org or at
1-201-938-3301. ♦
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The program expenses play an impor
tant role in the selection of a plan. As
they do in mutual funds, costs appear in
many different places. The types of fees
include enrollment fees, annual account
maintenance fees, loads, program man
agement fees, underlying mutual fund
expenses, and transfer fees. It is impor
tant that you and your client understand
the fee structures before selecting a plan.
Appropriate or not, more attention
will likely be focused on investment
performance as the plans age and a per
formance history is developed. In these
wild markets, performance will most
likely be measured relative to other

similar plans and benchmarks will like
ly be identified or established.
Section 529 plans are fast becoming
the hottest strategy in the financial plan
ning community today. As a result, it is
important for planners to consider their
potential in the design of any relevant
personal financial plan. Once the deci
sion is made to proceed, the selection of
an appropriate program is key to help
ing your client achieve his or her goals.
With a myriad of options available and
plans changing constantly, the planner
must keep up with the dynamics and be
prepared to advise on all aspects of var
ious plans and strategies. ♦

AICPA’s Personal Financial Planning
Competency Assessment Tool
he AICPA anticipates the release
■ Functional Specialty: The tech
of its Personal Financial Plan
nical skills necessary to provide a func
ning Competency Assessment
tional service. Technical skills are the
Tool (PFP-CAT) in late October of 2002.
core of the CPA financial planner’s
The first of its kind, this web-based tool is
training and the foundation that enables
designed to assist CPAs in creating and
the CPA to assume larger roles.
assessing personal and career develop
CPA financial planners will anony
ment plans. The PFP-CAT is based on the
mously access the internet-based tool
AICPA’s revised Personal Financial Plan
in late October through CPA2BIZ at
ning (PFP) Skills Competency Model
http://www.cpa2biz.com/CPEConferencesand will allow users to assess their skills
Users will select from a list of prac
in a variety of personal, professional, and
tice profiles that best represents their
technical competency areas.
position within their firm, organiza
The PFP-CAT is organized into four
tion or business, and their level of
main competency categories: personal
experience in personal financial plan
attributes, leadership qualities, broad
ning. Users will then respond to a
business perspective, and functional
series of questions designed to assess
specialty.
their skills based on the selected prac
■ Personal Attributes: The charac
tice profile. Once complete, the user
teristics which enable the financial
will receive a personalized and de
planning professional to attract others
tailed competency assessment report
to well-reasoned and logical points of
that includes recommendations for
view and to effectively communicate
future development.
with others.
The AICPA extends its appreciation
■ Leadership Qualities: The skills
to Karen Barnhouse, Chair of the
that allow the CPA to assume a position
AICPA’s Personal Financial Planning
of influence by assembling and lever
Competency Model Task Force and the
aging a variety of resources that
volunteer members who contributed
address problems and opportunities
their time and knowledge to the devel
throughout an organization.
opment of the PFP Competency Model
■ Broad Business Perspective: The
and Position Profiles.
body of knowledge that encompasses
For more information on the AICPA
an understanding of the organization,
Competency Self-Assessment Tool
financial planning practices, and the
(CAT), contact Kayla Briggs at 1-212applicability of alternatives.
596-6125 or email at comptool@aicpa.org. ♦
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Rough Family Justice: Equity in Family Business
Succession Planning, Part II
By Glenn R. Ayres
This article first appeared in the Fami
ly Business Review, a journal of the
Family Firm Institute. Part 1 of this
article appeared in the July/August
2002 Planner. Part II discusses A Role
in The Family Business.

Moreover, if they want information or a
voice in business matters, the only
approach open to them may be to use the
formal procedures available to a corpo
rate stockholder. In a nutshell, they do
not have access to the inner sanctum,
and, unless they enjoy informal access to
o effect rough family justice, we
the corporation through family connec
want to ensure to the extent pos
tions, they find themselves outsiders in
sible that everyone has a betterthe operation of a company that was a
than-even chance of being successful big
as part of their early lives.
the business moves into the next gener
Establishing a clear understanding
ation. This requires an understanding of
of the realities of minority interests
the dynamics of a child’s role in the
before a gifting program is undertaken
business. The following are roles that a
avoids some future disappointments. If
child might play in the family business.
giving stock without employment is
Shareholder. This creature comes in
being considered, a realistic plan
two basic denominations, majority and
should be developed that will allow for
minority. In the typical closely held cor
the redemption of the minority interest.
poration, the most common legal struc
Minority shareholders also need to
ture for a family business, things operate
have a clear understanding of why they
pretty informally. Board meetings are
are being given stock, so that their
infrequent and superficial at best, and
expectations are consistent with the
money comes out of the business through
reality of both the vote and the eco
salaries and perks, not through dividends.
nomic promise of the gift.
In this setting, giving a child who is not
A clear understanding among all
also an employee a minority interest in a
shareholders will facilitate an accep
business may be as valuable to her as the
tance of the rationale and timing of the
urn containing grandfather’s ashes. A
shift that the company will have to make
minority interest produces no income,
as majority control passes into the hands
and the child cannot do anything with it
of the next generation. An entity making
because he or she has no role in the enti
this change must plan so that its future
ty—but also cannot get rid of it. At worst,
operations are in compliance with the
a minority interest grows in value on
formalities that are required of multiple
paper, triggering an estate tax problem. It
owners. At some point in this evolution,
also becomes a constant reminder that
the business must either adopt a deci
siblings are probably getting richer by
sion-making process and dividend poli
the day, because, after all, where else
cy that is congruent with the long-term
could all the value be going since it cer
presence of minority shareholders or
tainly is not coming to him or her. Not a
assume the economic burden of buying
very pretty picture, but unfortunately a
out these interests. Either alternative
common one.
allows parties on each side of the owner
While stock is in the hands of the first
ship equation to feel that there is rough
generation, its ownership is almost
family justice in the outcome.
meaningless. In spite of the protests of
President. Before a leadership posi
their lawyers and accountants, business
tion is bestowed on the oldest child or
owners often treat the business pocket
the one who has been there the longest,
book as their own. The casual arrange
the owners must grapple with the diffi
ments of the first generation become a
cult issue of whether or not they are
problem for succeeding generations.
choosing the right person for the job.
Children with a minority interest in non
Evaluating your own son or daugh
dividend-paying stock no longer have
ter is a Herculean task, but eliminating
access to the corporate checkbook.
popular myths may help in starting the
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process. For instance, sons do not nec
essarily make better managers than
daughters; the oldest child is not neces
sarily the best; blood is not the only cri
terion for leadership that is both trust
worthy and talented. Time and again,
family business owners fall into the trap
of accepting these myths as absolute
truths. One often-overlooked truth,
however, is that the next generation’s
way may be better or worse, but it is
guaranteed to be different.
To achieve some degree of objectivi
ty about a child’s managerial abilities,
the family business owner and the
affected members of the next generation
may want to get some third-party data to
use in both the decision-making process
and in building on the positive elements
of the existing situation. Valued non
family employees may provide an
excellent source of this information if
they can be made to understand that
sharing their perceptions will not endan
ger their relationship with either the pre
sent or future decision maker. Lacking
such a resource, owners can turn to fel
low merchants, suppliers, and even val
ued long-time customers to solicit the
views of those who have an interest in
the long-term success of the business
and who can speak from a perspective
untainted by family relationships. Alter
natively, using an outside profession
al—an industrial psychologist or orga
nizational consultant familiar with fam
ily system dynamics—may be valuable,
not only in getting good objective data
but also in developing a follow-up train
ing program that can build on the
child’s skills in a way that assures future
success within the business.
One cannot stress enough how
important it is for this process to include
the affected child, his or her siblings, and
valuable nonfamily employees. Cast in
terms of developing a training program
rather than the all-or-nothing decision of
“promotion” or “no promotion,” the task
does not get confused with family issues
of love and recognition. Also, it provides
the candidate and those that must inter
act with him or her with an objective
yardstick for measuring both past and
future job performance. Elevating a son
or daughter to the presidency in this
manner will go a long way in the eyes of
the other children, as well as of the
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An unparalleled learning experience in
an outstanding new resort setting
January 6-8,2003

Make sure you don’t miss out on a truly unique event.

JW Marriott Desert Ridge
Resort & Spa
Phoenix, AZ

Packed with practical information covering the three critical areas

Complimentary vendor sessions will be
offered on: Sunday, January 5, 2003

Hot Sessions include:_ _ _ _ _
• Mind over Money — Personalities,
Preferences and Portfolios
• Rational Investing in Irrational Times

• Total Return Trusts: Meeting Human
Needs and Investment Goals with
Modern Trust Design

of personal financial planning, practice management and innovative
strategies, this conference will be a boon to both CPAs who provide

personal financial planning services as well as those CPAs looking

to boost their arsenal with this growing service.
PFP 2003 will be held at the beautiful new JW Marriott Desert Ridge

Resort & Spa, a luxurious new resort in sunny Phoenix, AZ. With a
stunning 18-hole, par 71 golf course, all the facilities you would

expect from a 5-star resort, and the beautiful Sedona foothills and
Verde Valley nearby, this is truly a retreat you won’t want to miss.

• Enjoy a Golf Outing on Sunday afternoon
• Tours are available for spouses and guests on Monday and Tuesday

• Individually Managed Accounts and
When to Use Them
• Practice Management Sessions
(designed to your firm size)

AICPA
ISO 9001 Certified

www.cpa2biz.com/conferences
8887777077

AICPA conference

Pre-Conference Optional Workshops and Events
Sunday, January 5, 2003

Fields Of Study:

(Topics and speakers are subject to change)

M-MANAGEMENT PD-PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT SK-SPECIALIZED KNOWLEDGE T-TAX

9:30 AM - 4:30 PM

Complimentary Vendor Sessions

12:30 PM-5:30 PM

See brochure for details and sign-up information.
Golf Outing (additional fee)
To be played on the fabulous Faldo Course at the JW Marriott Desert Ridge Resort & Spa

6:30 PM - 8:00 PM

Welcome Reception

This event is free to conference participants but you must sign up on the registration form.
Guests are invited—please see registration form for sign-up information and fee.

Main Conference______________________________
Monday, January 6, 2003
7:00 AM - 5:25 PM

Registration and Message Center Open

7:00 AM - 8:00 AM

Continental Breakfast and Vendor Displays

8:00 AM-8:10 AM

1. Welcome

Connie Brezik, CPA/PFS, Conference Chair
8:15 AM-9:30 AM

General Session
2. Keynote Address: Yes, I Can PD

8:30 AM -12:30 PM

Spouse/Guest Tour (additional fee)
Heard Museum and Desert Botanical Gardens

9:30 AM-10:20 AM

Refreshment Break and Vendor Displays

10:20 AM -12:00 PM

Concurrent Sessions (Select One)
3. Charitable Tax Planning for Alternative or Unusual Assets T (Repeated in Session 23)
4. Stripping Away Seduction: Retirement Assumptions
Meet the Real World SK (Repeated in Session 27)

5. Life Insurance Valuation SK (Repeated in Session 11)
6. Municipal Fixed Income SK (Repeated in Session 13)
7. CPA’s Review of Wills and Trusts T (Repeated in Session 34)
12:00 PM-1:15 PM
1:15 PM-2:55 PM

8. Lunch and Luncheon Address
PFP Division Update SK
Concurrent Sessions (Select One)
9. Rational Investing in Irrational Times SK (Repeated in Session 22)
10. Making Good Decisions About Life Insurance SK (Repeated in Session 17)
11. Life Insurance Valuation SK (Repeat of Session 5)
12. 529 Plans T (Repeated in Session 33)

13. Municipal Fixed Income SK (Repeat of Session 6)

2:55 PM - 3:45 PM

Refreshment Break and Vendor Displays

3:45 PM - 5:25 PM

Concurrent Sessions (Select One)
14. Retirement Income Strategies Using Annuities SK (Repeated in Session 21)
15. To be determined: Session title and speaker
16. Total Return Trusts: Meeting Human Needs and Investment
Goals with Modern Trust Design T (Repeated in Session 38)
17. Making Good Decisions about Life Insurance SK (Repeat of Session 10)
18. Current Personal Income Tax Developments T (Repeated in Session 24)

5:25 PM - 7:00 PM

Cocktail Reception and Vendor Displays

Tuesday, January 7, 2003
7:00 AM-5:15 PM

Registration and Message Center Open

7:00 AM - 8:00 AM

Continental Breakfast and Vendor Displays

7:00 AM - 7:50 AM

Optional Session (Free CPE)
19-1. PFS Briefing SK
19-2. Women’s Networking Briefing M
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Dear Personal Financial Planning Section Member:
The accounting profession faces many significant challenges and opportunities with the recent
enactment of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (“Act”). Many of the provisions of this Act will
redefine the way in which CPAs serve their publicly-traded audit clients. The AICPA recognizes
that many of our Personal Financial Planning Section members will not be directly impacted by
the Act because their firms do not provide audit services to publicly-traded clients. Nonetheless,
we felt it was important to share with you the provisions of the Act because: 1) many PFP section
members and their firms do serve public companies and 2) the Act may very well influence other
federal or state legislation and rule changes that could extend beyond public companies.

The Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002
The provision of the Act with the greatest potential to have an impact on CPA financial planners
is the prohibition on certain non-audit services provided to publicly-traded audit clients. Also sig
nificant is that all non-audit services that are not expressly prohibited must receive advance
approval from the client’s audit committee. The remaining provisions affecting the CPA financial
planner can be categorized as disclosures of non-audit related fees and the extension of powers to
various federal and state agencies against investment advisors committing or participating in the
commission of wrongful acts.

Provisions of the Act Affecting Firms that Audit Public Companies
The Act specifically makes “unlawful” the delivery of a specified list of “non-audit” services to
publicly-traded audit clients. How those services are ultimately defined and interpreted could be
important for CPA financial planners.

Non-audit services are defined in the Act as those professional services provided to a publiclytraded audit client by a registered public accounting firm, other than those provided to the client
in connection with an audit or a review of the financial statements of the client. Depending on the
circumstances, an interpretation by a rulemaking body of that definition could include all person
al financial planning (PFP) services provided to the corporate executives and employees of the
audit client. For example, a company that pays for and/or promotes the availability of PFP ser
vices to executives from the audit firm could be considered in violation of the Act.

American Institute of Certified Public Accountants

1211 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10036-8775 • (212) 596-6200 • fax (212) 596-6213 • www.aicpa.org

ISO9001 Certified
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Beyond that blanket concern, of greatest relevance to CPA financial planners from the Act’s “pro
hibited” list are the following:

• broker or dealer, investment adviser, investment banking services;
• legal services and expert services unrelated to the audit;
• bookkeeping or other services related to the accounting records or financial state
ments of the audit client;
• appraisal or valuation services, fairness opinions, or contribution-in-kind reports;
and
• any other service that the Board (Public Company Accounting Oversight Board)
determines, by regulation, is impermissible.
In the list of prohibited services, the most significant concern to CPA tax and financial planners
would be the bans on “expert”, “broker or dealer” and “investment adviser” services. The Act does
not specifically define an expert service, which would again be up to the determination of a rule
making body. Of additional concern to CPA investment advisors is the prohibition on “broker or
dealers” and “investment adviser” services.

Note that, as with independence provisions currently in place through the SEC rule or AICPA stan
dards, the prohibition on bookkeeping services applies only to those services “related to the
accounting records or financial statements of the audit client.”

The Board
transaction
expand the
hibit CPAs

may, on a case by case basis, exempt any person, issuer, public accounting firm, or
from the list of prohibited services, but also retains the power to issue regulations to
list of prohibited non-audit services. It is also important to note the Act does not pro
from providing consulting, tax and PFP services to non-audit clients.

Advance Approval Requirement
All non-audit services that are not expressly prohibited under the Act must be pre-approved by the
audit committee. The pre-approval requirement is generally waived when the services were not
recognized by the issuer at the time of the engagement to be non-audit services (Note; Not likely
in the case of PFP services), total fees received during the year from all non-audit services are less
than 5% of the total fees received from the audit client, and the services are brought to the atten
tion and approved by the audit committee prior to the completion of the audit. The audit commit
tee’s approval of all non-audit services must be disclosed to investors in regular SEC filings.

Disclosure of Fees
As part of the registration process required by the Act, CPA firms must disclose the annual nonaudit service fees received from each publicly-traded audit client.

Page 3

Expansion of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940
The Act extends the powers of state securities commissions, state insurance commissions, an
appropriate Federal banking agency or the National Credit Union Administration to punish or bar
from practice any investment advisor who commits a wrongful act.

Financial Planning Provisions of the Act that Impact Corporate Executives:
In addition to the provisions affecting firms providing auditing services, there are financial plan
ning provisions in the Act that apply to executives of publicly-traded corporations. While many of
these provisions will presumably be handled internally by the corporation, it is important you
understand the implications to the executives who may be receiving your PFP services.

Prohibition on Certain Loans to Corporate Executives
Any permissible loans must be made in the ordinary course of business, of a type made available
to the public and made on market terms no more favorable that those offered to the general pub
lic. In other words, publicly-traded companies covered by the Act, must include consumer finan
cial services among their business lines. If the conditions above are met, companies may issue the
following types of loans to executives:

•
•
•
•
•
•

home improvement loans,
manufactured home loans,
consumer credit,
an extension of credit under an open end credit plan,
a charge card, or
an extension of credit by a broker or dealer employer to an employee to buy, trade,
or carry securities.

Note: The CPA financial planner should become familiar with the list of permissi
ble loans and notify the executive of any prohibited loans that come to the plan
ner’s attention during the course of a PFP engagement.

Prohibition on Insider Trading During Pension Fund Black-Out Periods
Executives should be aware of black-out periods in their pension funds before committing to any
securities transactions. Due to the complexity of the legal issues surrounding black-out periods,
CPA investment planners should generally consult legal counsel.
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Cascade Effect Beyond Public Companies
Of particular concern for all CPA financial planners is the cascade effect the scope of service
restrictions of the Act could have. The new law may become the template for similar federal reg
ulatory and state legislative and rule changes that would also directly affect both non-publicly
traded companies and the CPAs who provide financial planning services to them.

Shortly following the President’s signing of the Act into law, several states began moving forward
with legislation that would result in additional burdens for CPAs. We have also observed renewed
activity surrounding the regulation and licensing of financial planners in the area of investment
advisory services

Conclusion
The AICPA will continue to monitor and update you on legislative activities impacting the
accounting profession. We are actively working with the state CPA societies and various legisla
tive and regulatory agencies to ensure that our concerns and suggestions are addressed in current
and future legislation and rule making. We encourage you to contact your congressional repre
sentatives, your state society and the AICPA concerning any current or proposed legislation that
may impact CPAs and CPA financial planners. If you have any close contacts in your state hous
es of legislature, you may wish to talk with and help them understand the impact of this cascade
effect on privately-owned businesses.
You can view the recent AICPA News Alert on the Sarbanes-Oxley Act at http://www.aicpa.org/
info/aicpa_update_7.htm. Members who have questions about the new law and how it will impact
their firm or company, should call 866-265-1977. The hotline will be staffed Monday through
Friday for the remainder of 2002. You may also send questions or concerns to the PFP member
ship section at pfp@aicpa.org.
The summary of the Act serves as a general outline of the issues that may impact the CPA finan
cial planner and should not be relied upon for technical interpretation.

Yours truly,

James K. Mitchell
Chair, Personal Financial Planning Executive Committee

Anat Kendal
Director, Financial Planning

Tuesday, January 7, 2003
8:00 AM - 8:50 AM

20. Mind Over Money — Personalities, Preferences and Portfolios SK

8:30 AM - 5:30 PM

Spouse/Guest Tour (additional fee)

8:55 AM-10:35 AM

Sedona Scenic Tour
Concurrent Session (Select One)
21. Retirement Income Strategies Using Annuities SK (Repeat of Session 14)
22. Rational Investing in Irrational Times SK (Repeat of Session 9)
23. Charitable Tax Planning for Alternative or Unusual Assets T (Repeat of Session 3)
24. Current Personal Income Tax Developments t (Repeat of Session 18)

10:35 AM-11:10 AM

Refreshment Break and Vendor Displays

11:10 AM-12:50 PM

Concurrent Sessions (Select One)
25. Credibility Marketing M (Repeated in Session 32)
26. Psychology of Money SK

27. Stripping Away Seduction: Retirement Assumptions
Meet the Real World (SK) (Repeat of Session 4)
28. Estate Planning for Unmarried Couples T (Repeated in Session 30)

29. Individually Managed Accounts and When to Use Them SK (Repeated in Session 31)
12:50 PM-2:00 PM

Luncheon - Distinguished Service Award

2:00 PM - 3:40 PM

Concurrent Sessions (Select One)
30. Estate Planning for Unmarried Couples t (Repeat of Session 28)
31. Individually Managed Accounts and When to Use Them SK (Repeat of Session 29)
32. Credibility Marketing SK (Repeat of Session 25)

33.529 Plans T (Repeat of Session 12)
34. CPA’s Review of Wills and Trusts T (Repeat of Session 7)
3:40 PM - 4:30 PM

Refreshment Break and Vendor Displays

4:30 PM - 5:30 PM

35. Lessons Learned While Building a Successful PFP Practice — What a
Long Strange Trip It’s Been! M

Wednesday, January 8, 2003
7:00 AM-11:30 AM

Registration and Message Center Open

7:00 AM - 8:00 AM

Continental Breakfast and Vendor Displays

7:00 AM - 7:50 AM

Optional Session (Free CPE)
36. CIAS SK

8:00 AM - 9:00 AM

General Session
37. The Individual Investor in Crisis SK

9:00 AM - 9:30 AM

Refreshment Break and Vendor Displays

9:30 AM-11:10 AM

Concurrent Sessions (Select One)
38. Total Return Trusts — Meeting Human Needs and Investment
Goals With Modern Trust Design T (Repeat of Session 16)

Sessions 39 - 41 will be open discussions of running your practice and how to make it more profitable.
These sessions will be segregated by firm focus and size.
39. Practice Management M

Focus — Small Practices from Start to Finish - No more than 3 people in the firm
40. Practice Management M

Focus — Comprehensive Financial Planning, Investment Management is part of the process any firm over 3 people
41. Practice Management M

Focus — Investment Management - any firm over 3 people
11:10 AM

Conference Adjourns

Please visit our Web site tor session details:

www.cpa2biz.com/conferences
888.777.7077

AICPA PERSONAL FINANCIAL PLANNING TECHNICAL CONFERENCE 4 EASY WAYS TO REGISTER FAST
ONLINE*: www.cpa2biz,com/conferences (PFP members use coupon code PFPMBR03)
PHONE*: 1-888-777-7077 or 1 -201-938-3000
FAX*: 1 -800-870-6611 or 1 -201 -938-3108

MAIL: Complete and mail the form along with your source code to:
CPA2Biz, AICPA Conference Registration
PC Box 2210
Jersey City, NJ 07303-2210

Credit card registration only (American Express, Discover, MasterCard or VISA)

CONFERENCE FEES

PFP
Member

AICPA
Member

Nonmember

$720

$820

$920

□ M2 Early Bird (register by 12/6/02 and save $50)

$745

$845

$945

□ M1 Regular Registration

$795

$895

$995

□ M6 Super Early Bird Discount
(register by 10/15/02 and save $75)

□ 90 Golf Outing (Sunday, January 5th)

CONFERENCE FEE

_ $75
Name of Guest__________
* Price per person. Discount applies when registering two or more people from the same organization
at the same time. Registrations must be processed together.

CONFERENCE PLANNER
SUNDAY, JANUARY 5,2003 Pre-Conference Workshops (Select one from each time period)
Complimentary vendor sessions will be offered from 9:30 AM - 4:30 PM.
See brochure for details and sign-up information.
6:30 PM - 8:00 PM
□ Welcome Reception

MONDAY, JANUARY 6,2003 Concurrent Sessions (Select one from each time period)
□4
□ 10
□ 15

□3
□9
□ 14

□5
□ 11
□ 16

□6
□ 12
□ 17

□ 19-1
□ 21
□ 25
□ 30

□ 19-2
□ 22
□ 26
□ 31

□ 23
□ 27
□ 32

□ 24
□ 28
□ 33

CANCELLATION POLICY
Full refunds will be issued if written cancellation requests are received by
12/16/02. Refunds, less a $100 administrative fee, will be issued on written
requests received before 12/30/02. Due to financial obligations incurred
by CPA2Biz/AICPA, no refunds will be issued on cancellation requests
after 12/30/02.
For further information, call CPA2Biz Member Satisfaction Team at
(888) 777-7077 or send e-mail to service@cpa2biz.com.

□ 29
□ 34

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 8,2003 Concurrent Sessions (Select one from each time period)
□ 36
□ 38

7:00 AM-7:50 AM
9:30AM-11:10AM

□ 39

□ 40

Registration fees are determined by current membership status in the AICPA.
Please indicate member numbers on the registration form to obtain the
correct discount. Fee for conference includes all sessions, conference
materials, continental breakfasts, refreshment breaks, luncheons, and a
reception. Fee for optional workshop includes all session materials, and
refreshment breaks. Registrations for groups of 10 or more individuals per
firm or organization may qualify for additional discounts; please call
1-800-634-6780 for more information. Please note: there is no smoking
during the conference sessions. Suggested attire: business casual.

Program Code: PFP03

□7
□ 13
□ 18

TUESDAY, JANUARY 7,2003 Concurrent Sessions (Select one from each time period)
7:00 AM-7:50 AM
8:55 AM-10:35 AM
11:10 AM —12:50 PM
2:00 PM-3:40 PM

This conference was prepared in accordance with the Joint AICPA/NASBA
Statement on Standards for Continuing Professional Education effective on
January 1,2002. The recommended CPE Credits are in accordance with these
standards; however, your individual state board is the final authority.

$150

□ G1 Guest fee: includes 2 receptions:

10:20 AM-12:00 PM
1:15 PM-2:55 PM
3:45 PM-5:25 PM

RECOMMENDED CPE CREDIT
21 credits for the main conference,
plus 4 credits for the pre-conference sessions

□ 41

HOTEL INFORMATION
PAYMENT INFORMATION

For reservations, contact the hotel directly. Rooms will be assigned on a
space available basis only. All reservations require a one-night deposit by
check or credit card. The hotel will process credit card deposits when you
make your reservation. Individual cancellations will be accepted up to 48
hours prior to your scheduled arrival time and cancellation number is
obtained. To receive our special group rate, mention that you will be
attending the AICPA/Personal Financial Planning Technical Conference.

Full payment must accompany registration form.

My check for $
______ payable to CPA2Biz is enclosed. OR
Please bill my credit card for $_____________ :
□ American Express®

□ Discover®

□ MasterCard®

CARD NO.

□ VISA®

EXP. DATE

JW MARRIOTT DESERT RIDGE RESORT & SPA
5350 East Marriott Drive
Phoenix, AZ 85054
Hotel Phone Number: (800) 228-9290
Hotel Room Rate: $179 single/double
Hotel Reservation Cutoff Date: December 6,2002

SIGNATURE

MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION

GROUND TRANSPORTATION
Taxi — $35—40 each way, 40 minutes approx.
Shuttle — $25-50 each way, 45-50 minutes approx.

AICPA Member? □ Yes □ No_______________________
Membership No. (Required for Discount Rates)

PFP Member? □ Yes □ No

Note: These rates and times are approximate and subject to change.
NICKNAME FOR BADGE

AIRLINE INFORMATION
The AICPA has a special arrangement with Carlson Wagonlit Travel —The
Leaders Group to assist you with your travel arrangements. This travel agency
may be reached at 1-800-345-5540. If you prefer to make your own travel
plans, be sure to mention the participating airline’s reference number (listed
below) to take advantage of deeply discounted “Zone Fares” that do not
require a Saturday night stay over. Some restrictions may apply.

BUSINESS TELEPHONE

E-MAIL ADDRESS

REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Please photocopy this form for additional registrants.
If the information on your label is incorrect, please complete the following:

LAST NAME

FIRST NAME

Mi

STREET ADDRESS

SUITE

PO BOX

CITY

STATE

ZIP

American Airlines
Continental Airlines
Delta Air Lines
United Airlines:

FIRM NAME OR AFFILIATION

In accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, do you have any special needs? □ Yes

Index # 9375
Ref. Code #N46PR1
File #190955A
Meeting ID #500TJ

CAR RENTAL

□ No

(If yes, you will be contacted.)

CPA2Biz Use Only-PFP03

1 -800-433-1790
1-800-468-7022
1 -800-241 -6760
1 -800-521 -4041

Source Code: PFPPL902

Hertz Car Rental — AICPA Member Discounts: Call 1-800-654-2240
Ref. Code CV #021H0005
Airline and car rental discounts are available only when you or your
travel agent book through the 1 -800 number. We strongly advise you
to confirm your conference registration and hotel reservation prior to
making your travel plans. The AICPA are not liable for any penalties
incurred if you cancel/change your airline reservations.

Rates are subject to availability.

employees, in showing that the business
is making a sincere attempt at effecting
rough family justice while making the
best possible choice for the next genera
tion of leadership.
Employee. Being a child-employee
may not be the hardest job in the plant,
but if it isn’t, I’m not sure what is. Does
this sound familiar? “You have to work
harder, look sharper, and keep your
nose cleaner; you represent the family
and have to set an example.” Fun? Now
try making close friends with your
work peers, or try forgetting that broth
er Jim is in the big office up front, or try
not taking the job home with you.
Although this is not exactly a “loselose” situation, it is a lot like being a
“chickpike,” half fish and half fowl.
Possibly the biggest pitfall of all is
the danger of cultivating mediocrity.
Estate planners often emphasize the
dangers wealth can present to children
who are emotionally unprepared to
handle its attendant responsibilities.
But seldom do family business owners
or advisers explore the unintended
effects on a young person of the guar
antee of having a place in the family
business. Ironically, having a secure job
for what to a young person seems like
big money may undermine the child’s
inherent drive and ambition. Sapping a
child’s interest in outside activities and
academic pursuits, or encouraging a
narrow view of the world that revolves
around the family enterprise may all
spell a long-term dependency on the
business that is unhealthy for both the
individual and the business.
In attempting to impose rough family
justice, it is important to ensure that each
member of the next generation is pro
vided with both challenge and opportu
nity. Whether or not this occurs within
the business, such a commitment will
ensure that brothers and sisters who end
up working together do so because they
want to, not because they perceived that
as the only option open to them. Only in
this way can siblings rationalize a busi
ness hierarchy among people who, in the
family setting, are essentially equals.
Next issue: Managing the Borders Between Fam
ily and Business
Reprinted with permission from the Family
Firm Institute, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Practitioner Profiles: The Planner Speaks
with Two of the Nation’s Top Financial Advisers
early a third of the country’s
Gamel says she got into the running
top financial advisors are
because she had been active in both
CPAs, according to Worth
areas. During the late 1980s, she was
magazine, and almost 20% are CPAs
co-chair of her state society’s financial
with the Personal Financial Specialist
and estate planning committee, a posi
credential. Of the 250 advisors deemed
tion that gained her high visibility. As a
the nation’s best in the July/August
result, she got to know the financial
planning writer at the Boston Globe,
issue of Worth, 75 are CPAs and 50 are
CPA/PFS practitioners. Worth compiles
who quoted her frequently in stories.
She later became involved with com
its list annually. Here are profiles of
two people with the PFS credential
mittee work at the AICPA. When Worth
who were on this year’s list.
launched its list and went looking for
possible candidates, Gamel’s name
kept coming up. As part of its selection
Beth Gamel, of Pillar Financial
process, Worth asked to see one of
Advisors in Waltham, Massachusetts
Gamel’s financial plans and asked her
Beth Gamel has been on the Worth
list for six years. Her two-partner firm,
to fill out an extensive questionnaire.
She now receives a new questionnaire
which was started in 1986, is dedicated
every year to determine whether she
exclusively to financial planning.
will be chosen again.
Gamel, a CPA/PFS and an MBA, and
her partner, an attorney, have a total
staff of 12. Senior staff members
Creating A Marketing Advantage
Being on the list has been “enor
include a lawyer who previously
mously helpful as a marketing tool,”
worked in financial planning at Deloitte
Gamel says. “My firm got phone calls
& Touche, a CPA and chartered finan
from people we’d never heard of before
cial analyst, and one person who is purand who never would have
suing the CFA credential.
heard of us before they
They do fee-only financial
saw the list.” Although
planning for high-netthat annual surge in inter
worth individuals. Their
client minimum is $5 mil
est occurred for the first
two to three years, recent
lion of liquid assets, and
ly the effect has not been
clients’ assets range to
$100 million. They are
as dramatic.
“Although
it
has
comprehensive planners
who focus on investment
declined as a marketing
tool, it is a permanent part
consulting, but also cover
of your resume and be
areas such as estate, insur
comes part of your firm’s
ance and tax planning
marketing package,” Gamel says.
They do not do tax returns and perform
“Clients definitely like to know you’ve
tax projections for only a limited num
made the list. It has an indirect market
ber of clients.
ing appeal because it tells clients
How did Gamel achieve the distinc
they’ve made a good choice. Like any
tion of being chosen for the list? In its
other third-party endorsement, it
early years, the magazine gathered can
sounds better to have someone else say
didates’ names primarily from two
you’re really good at what you do.”
sources, according to Gamel: national
However, Gamel notes that there
organizations, such as the AICPA, and
are a variety of options for planners
financial journalists.
who want to market themselves. “This
“They asked the organizations about
business is very localized. If you can
who sat on their committees and who
get attention in your own community,
was highly respected,” Gamel says.
that can have a more direct impact on
“They asked the reporters who they
trusted for information.”
your business.” In the past, Gamel was
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Practitioner Profiles
Guidelines for PFS Eligibility
id you know that you may already be eligible for the Personal Financial Spe
cialist designation? Guidelines which took effect in January 2001 for earning
the credential allow multiple ways of qualifying, and you may be closer than
you think.

D

Why Qualify for the PFS Designation?
There are many reasons for CPAs who provide PFP services to consider obtaining
the PFS designation. These include:
■ Enhancing the image of CPAs as competent and trustworthy financial advisers
■ Achieving a greater level of confidence from clients, both internal and external
■ Improving PFP skills and expertise, resulting in increased professional competency
■ Keeping up to date in a profession currently experiencing information overload
■ Facilitating client referrals among practitioners
■ Creating the opportunity for smaller firms to become more competitive in specialty
areas of practice
■ Meeting the minimum competency requirement in almost all states for becoming a
Registered Investment Advisor
In addition, the PFS credential displays your higher level of skills and knowledge,
enhancing your marketing efforts. To support your efforts, you receive a number of ben
efits, including a consumer referral program, membership in the PFP Membership Sec
tion, and a number of practice-building benefits including promotional materials and
other marketing support.

How to Qualify
The centerpiece of the guidelines is a point system that encompasses a broad defini
tion of business experience, which includes teaching, provides for a lifelong learning
component and recognizes examinations relating to PFP.
Each of the three areas—business experience, lifelong learning and examination—
requires a minimum number of points to be earned. To attain the PFS credential, candi
dates must demonstrate evidence of earning 100 points across the three areas.

Relevant Business Experience
Relevant business experience involves six financial planning disciplines:
1. The personal financial planning process (goal setting)
2. Personal income tax planning
3. Risk management planning
4. Investment planning
5. Retirement planning
6. Estate planning
It also includes the teaching of college-level PFP courses.

Lifelong Learning
Lifelong learning embraces both traditional (standard CPE courses) and nontradi
tional (self-directed reading and research) methods. It also includes conference presen
tations and professional writing credits. Advanced academic degrees, such as a juris
doctor and masters of business administration, are considered as well. Participation on
committees of nationally recognized PFP organizations also counts.
Examination
Although all PFS candidates still are required to pass an examination, the AICPA will
recognize examinations other than the Institute’s PFS exam. The others include the
examinations for Certified Financial Planner, Chartered Financial Consultant, Chartered
Financial Analyst and the NASD Series 65, Series 66 and Series 7 exams.
All other application criteria apply. These are AICPA membership in good standing
and an unrevoked CPA certificate. For more information, see http://pfs.aicpa.org, or contact
pfs@aicpa.org. ♦
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Continued from page 5
one of several writers who con
tributed to the “Money
Makeovers” column in the
Boston Globe. “Those columns
were really effective because
they allowed you to show off
your skills right there in your
local paper. The paper would
find someone to make over,
and you would do a financial
plan for them and write an arti
cle about it. It was a lot of
work, but it got our firm such
positive results. The Globe also
ran a little bio on each planner.
I would suggest that as a great
way to market yourself—writ
ing for your local paper or
appearing on a local TV or
radio show. Another idea is to
develop a newsletter targeted
to your audience. That can be
very powerful.”
Finally, CPAs who want to
become known as planners
should devote 100% of their
time to the business, in Gamel’s
opinion. “This is not a business
you can interrupt during tax
season. It must become some
thing you do 365 days a year.”
Her own firm, which was origi
nally named Tax and Financial
Advisors, stopped doing returns
in the early 1990s in favor of a
greater focus on investment
planning.

James Shambo, Lifetime
Planning Concepts PC,
Colorado Springs, Colorado
A sole practitioner, Jim
Shambo focuses entirely on
financial planning. In the
investment side of his business,
Shambo, who is a Registered
Investment Advisor as well as a
CPA/PFS, recommends broadly
diversified portfolios using
index funds. He is a fee-only
advisor who also does estate
and tax planning. He previously
operated a financial planning
practice within a local CPA

PFP MEMBERSHIP SECTION

firm, but left in 1995 to start his own
practice when he decided it was impor
tant to register with the Securities and
Exchange Commission in order to be
able to implement the plans he was
developing for clients.
“My client is the typical million
aire next door,” Shambo says. “Some
one who has worked hard to make
their wealth, who has pride in accu
mulating it and who wants to maintain
it.” He doesn’t limit his practice to
clients with a certain amount of assets,
however. “My philosophy is that it’s
not a matter of how much
money you have. If you’re
willing to pay for my ser
vice and to start off with a
good investment program, I
don’t care if you have a lot
of money.”
For Shambo, a former
chair of the AICPA Personal
Financial Planning Execu
tive Committee, this is the
seventh year on the Worth
list. For practitioners who
want to establish and main
tain a high-quality practice, he has this
advice:
Always honor your commitments.
“There’s nothing like a good referral
base,” Shambo says, “and good refer
rals come when you do what you say
you are going to do. Part of accom
plishing that is listening to an individ
ual’s needs and making sure you’re
responsive.”
Try to understand a client’s “hid
den signals.” According to Shambo,
“Clients won’t tell you, ‘Jim, I’m
afraid about what’s going on in the
market.’ Instead, they will couch their
fears in broader statements about risk
or about what the market is currently
doing. If someone is talking a lot
about market conditions, they may be
giving you a signal that they are not
completely comfortable with their
current position.”
Take responsibility. “I’ve seen
many cases in which someone has told
one of my clients that a mistake is a
system error, or that someone in
another office did it, or that a comput
er was responsible. Even if that’s true,
I always tell the client, ‘I screwed up
and I will take care of it right away.’

PFP MEMBERSHIP SECTION

Taking responsibility makes people
believe in you. They may not like
what happened, but they respect that
you jumped right in and resolved the
problem.”
Always return calls. Even if you
can’t do it immediately, clients expect a
call back, Shambo notes.
Tailor recommendations to individual
needs. To understand a client’s needs,
Shambo says, it’s important to translate
concepts into understandable English.
Shambo offers all clients a 2-hour oneon-one seminar that allows them to see
how their portfolio will
achieve their goals.
When a problem
occurs, try to solve it
right away. This rec
ommendation reflects
Shambo’s belief that
financial planning is a
full-time effort. “You
can’t put someone on
hold for tax season,” he
says. “You have to solve
the problem in the
client’s time frame.”
Strive for empathy. “When the
clients know you care about them, that
builds confidence,” he says. “They
know I have the knowledge and skills,
but when I show I care about using my
knowledge to address their needs, their
confidence expands tenfold.”
Have an insatiable desire to learn.
“Clients want you to know about every
thing, even if they have no intention of
changing their positions,” Shambo
says. “If they ask about some new prod
uct and you’re not familiar with it, they
worry that you aren’t keeping up with
current trends.”
Always be responsive to reporters.
“The more times your name gets in
print, the more likely people will
assume you’re an expert,” he advises.
And if you can’t answer the reporter’s
question, refer them to another expert.
“It can destroy your credibility if the
reporter knows you’re wrong.”
Get involved in your local state
society, the AICPA and other profes
sional organizations. Shambo advises
practitioners to volunteer for commit
tees as a way to expand opportunities
to work with the media and enhance
their credibility. ♦

TRENDWATCH
(continued from page 2)

Post-EGTRRA Life Insurance Plan
ning. The Economic Growth and Tax
Relief Reconciliation Act of 2001
(EGTRRA) created questions about the
future of the estate tax. According to the
authors, this uncertainty translates into a
greater opportunity to use life insurance
in estate and wealth strategies planning.
Advisers can use life insurance to help
plan for increasing exemption amounts,
estate tax repeal, and the institution of
modified carryover basis. In addition,
EGTRRA’s carryover-basis provisions
also increase the usefulness of income
tax planning.
Because it is impossible to know
what Congress will do about the estate
tax between now and 2010, when the
estate tax is currently scheduled to be
repealed, life insurance is the only asset
that provides absolute certainly regard
less of legislative outcome. If a client
purchases a policy for estate tax liquid
ity, the policy can remain in effect until
the estate tax disappears. If the estate
tax remains, the client will have the pol
icy for liquidity purposes. If the estate
tax does disappear, the client will have
the only leveraged asset that is income
tax deferred or tax free and that receives
a full step-up at the insured’s death.
Given the options, life insurance pro
vides a “win-win” for clients and the
advisers who recommend it. The article
reviews current estate tax provisions,
and how to use life insurance in various
situations for estate tax planning.
Robert A. Esperti, J.D., Renno L.
Peterson, J.D., David K. Cahoone, J.D.,
LL.M, and Jonathan A. Mintz, J.D.,
“Post-EGTRRA Life Insurance Plan
ning,” in The Tax Adviser, August 2002,
page 532.

Internet provides resources for pen
sion and retirement planners. There
are many noncommercial Web sites that
offer a wealth of material for the plan
ner, who can both benefit from these
resources directly and refer them to
clients to facilitate client understand
ing. Some of the sites include:
Continued on page 8
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TRENDWATCH
(continued from page 7)

www.eric.org, established by the ERISA

Industry Committee, provides informa
tion affecting the retirement planning
industry, including news regarding
changes and updates affecting organiza
tions dealing with ERISA.
www.selectretirementplan.org, developed by
the U.S. Chamber of Commerce and
Merrill Lynch, was created to help the
small business owner trying to deter
mine which retirement plan is most
appropriate. Through a series of ques
tions, financial professionals can have a
starting place for developing client rec
ommendations.
www.mrrc.isr.umich.edu, the University of
Michigan Retirement Research Center,
provides an online Social Security sim
ulation which allows adjustments of tax
rates, retirement ages, equities invest

ment, and other parameters. This Web
site also presents research on current
topics and a newsletter at no charge.
www.ifebp.org, the Web site of the Inter
national Foundation of Employee Ben
efit Plans, provides a great deal of infor
mation directed toward education and
training in the benefits area, and is help
ful for financial services professionals
who want to keep current.
www.choosetosave.org, is a product of the
Employee Benefits Research Institute
and the American Savings Education
Council. It provides a resource for
retirement planning and explanatory
information for clients making financial
planning decisions. Financial calcula
tors are provided for everything from
automobile purchases to home financing
to retirement and investment planning.
Peter F. Oehlers, MBA, CPA, CMA,
“Web Resources for Pension and
Retirement Planners,” Journal of
Financial Service Professionals, July
2002, page 63. ♦

AICPA/CICA ElderCare
Conference Provides Extra
Benefits for PFP Members
The AICPA/CICA ElderCare Conference
is returning to the Walt Disney World
Resort Area once again on October 3 and
4, and the focus of this year’s conference
is on development of successful practices
serving mature clients—the world’s
largest, wealthiest market. Keynote
speeches will focus on Value Billing,
Launching Successful Niche Practices,
and the Nuts and Bolts of Getting Your
Practice Started. Multiple networking
opportunities are woven into the confer
ence program, including roundtables,
case studies, and an “open mic” luncheon.
Optional sessions on October 2 let you
add more training for your travel dollar.
The PFP Membership Section is sponsor
ing a networking reception for all atten
dees. To receive an additional $50 off
their registration, PFP Section members
should use coupon code ELDER PFP02
when registering. To register or for more
information, call 1-888-777-7077 or visit

www.cpa2biz.com/conferences. ♦

